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Education and Professional Skills 

Engineering (Hydroelectric Stations/Civil Engineering - Master Degree, Eng.)  
Language University Diploma (Bachelor in Linguistics) 

Practical experience in engineering and intellectual property fields: 22 years with a large mechanical engineering 
company 

Translation Skills 
Languages: Russian into English, Ukrainian into English, English into Russian, German into English, French into 
English, Italian into English. 

Fields: Engineering, Patents-Legal, Chemistry, Construction-Oil Field Technology-Geology, Automobile 
Engineering, Electronics, Environment, Transportation, Medicine/Medical Engineering …  
Other subjects could be handled. 

30+ years of continuous translation experience. Large experience in translation and drafting of patent applications (both 
in Russian and in English). 

Extensive experience in translation of patent documentation, industrial, construction, power engineering, oil and gas, 
and space exploration projects, litigations. Author of a number of intellectual property dictionaries published in Russia. 

Advanced PC user - MS Office 2010, MemoQ (always the last version), Full Acrobat X Pro, state-of-the art 
OCR software, AutoCAD 2015, Visio 2010, broadband connection, FTP – Mobile connection 

Milestones 
Translated all patents (over 500) Italian/Russian, French/Russian, English/Russian for a new car production plant in 
Russia. 

Translated all legal documents from English and French when Russia had been preparing to join the World Intellectual 
Property Organization. 

In 1995, prepared the Russian part of a UNIX-based machine translation dictionary for automobile and construction 
machinery industries for Caterpillar, Inc. 

Translation for Sakhalin offshore project, Caspian Sea offshore project, oil and gas equipment manuals 
English-Russian, Russian-English (1997-2007). 

Translation into English and into Russian of a big project dealing with chemical weapons destruction in Russia 
(1995-2000). 

Ongoing translation (English-Russian, Russian-English) for Gas Turbine Power Plant projects (2000-present time). 
Translation for a joint RF-US space research project (Reports) (2002-2004). 

Huge legal translation project for a trial (Ukrainian-English, Russian-English and other languages) for US prosecution 
(2001-2004). 

Ongoing translation in the gas turbine field English-Russian, Russian-English (including mechanical, electrical, 
electronic, and software documentation) (2001-present time). 

Translation of geological documentation Russian-English, French-English (oil, gas, and uranium prospecting/ 
exploration) (2008- present time). 

Translation of materials for a petrochemical/refinery project Russian-English, English-Russian (2010) Translation of a 
series of patents (pharmaceutical/biochemical) (2012). Translations of patent/technical/legal documentation 
Ukrainian-English, Russian-English (2008-present time). Ongoing translation of patents from German, Russian, 
French, Italian, Ukrainian into English. 
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1994 - 

Present time 

Freelance translator in the U.S. in technical, business and legal fields for major US 
companies. Clients include: 

Space Systems Loral (Russian - English) Varian (German. French into English) 
(since1995) Solar Turbines Incorporated (since 2001), Berlitz NY (automotive) 
(English-Russian 2001) [Ford manuals. Ford dealership sys]  

Translation agencies in the United States, UK, Austria, and Australia, translation 
of standards/specifications (English-Russian, Russian-English, 
Ukrainian-English) 

Ongoing Russian-English website and video localization for a large engineering 
company (since 2011) 

Translated two corporate books (construction engineering) from Russian into 
English (2012-2013). 

Since 1991 Registered Patent Attorney in Russia 

1989-1992 Consultant to a private Patent Agency in Russia 

Before 1989 For 22 years. Leading Patent Engineer with a large mechanical engineering 
company in Russia (an affiliation of 15 production plants). Disciplines: portable 
tools, space exploration hand tools, electrical and pneumatic engineering, 
electronics, research experiments, plastic processing. Ongoing part time 
translation and interpreting for other companies. Authoring intellectual property 
dictionaries and patent translator’s help books. 

Professional Work Experience 

Technology Transfer Experience 

Patent services, consulting & coordination in an innovative gas turbine engine development project ALM Turbine. Inc. 
(USA) (1997- 2004): 

Drafting patent applications for U.S. filing (1997-2013). 

Translation of specifications, drawings, and design deliverables 

Coordination between the designer/inventor and a design/development company in the U.S. Teleconferencing, 
interpreting 

Preparation of presentations and advertising materials 

Membership in Translators' Associations 
ATA certified, active membership - NCTA active membership 
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